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Candidates End Big Race
With Election Eve Blitzes
WASHINGTON (AP)
The! less heckling of candidates during
tumultous 1968 presidential cam- a campaign that revolved around
paign neared its end yesterday the emotion -charged issues of the
with the three candidates direct- war in Vietnam and law and order
ing election eve television blitzes at home,
at an electorate so divided that
An Associated Press survey
today’s voting might elect no made before President Johnson
president.
halted all bombardment of North
Most surveys and public opinion Vietnam, showed Nixon ahead in
polls placed Republican Richard 24 states with 216 electorial votes.
M. Nixon ahead in the popular Humphrey had the lead for 21
vote with Democrat Hubert H. electorial votes but was gaining
Humphrey closing fast and inde- ground in many of the 20 states
pendent George C. Wallace a dis- with 262 electorial votes that
were rated as lass-ups. Wallace
tant third.
But the possibility remained that was leading in 39 electorial votes.
Wallace would draw enough votes
The results of two major pubto keep either Nixon or Humphrey tic opinion polls supported Demofrom winning outright the 270
,111
Electorial College votes needed to
lx,come the nation’s 37th president.
As victory predictions flowed
from their camps, Nixon and HumA Harris Survey releaSed laPit
phrey were in Los Angeles for night showed Hubert Humphrey
two-hour teleca.sts on competing [eluting hy three percentage
networks last night.
points over Eiehard Nixon In
the popular vote. It iias the
WALLACE APPEARANCES
phrey
Wallace, winding up his cam- first poll in nhich
paign deep in Dixie, scheduled has led Nixon.
floisever, Nixon was still said
half-hour appearances on each of
the three national television -radio to have enough electoral votes to
carry the election.
networks on election eve.
The figures of the poll were:
Humphrey’s running mate, Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, join- Humphrey 43, Nixon 40, Waled the Democratic nominee in Los lace 13, 111(1.41(1Pd 4.
Angeles. The Republican vice presidential nominee, Gov. Spiro T. cratic claims that Humphrey has
Agnew of Nfaryland, campaigned sticed Nixon’s once large lead.
in Charleston. W. Va. and RichThe Gallup Poll and the HarriS
mond,- Va. while Wallace’s part- Survey showed Nixon ahead by
ner, retired Gen. Curtis E. LeMay, only two percentage points. And
appeared in Texas, Utah and Cali- the Democratic national chairman,
fornia.
Lawrence F. O’Brien, said this is
The presidential contenders will "a margin the professional pollreturn to their homes today to sters agree makes the election too
await the election outcome, Hum- close to call."
phrey in Waverly, Minn., Nixon
’NIXON LEADING’
in Nevy York and Wallace in MontBut Republican spokesman Hergomery, Ala.
bert G. Klein said Nixon "is leadA turnout of nearly 73 million ing substantially in the states we
voters is forecast for today. This need" to capture 330 electorial
would be about 81 per cent of the votes, well over the 270 required
would top the record of 71 mil- to move into the White House.
lion votes cast in 1964 when PresiHumphrey said Sunday he exdent Johnson swept to a landslide pects to win with a plurality.
victory.
New York Times survey, meanwhile, listed Nbcon as leading in
BESIDES PRESIDENCY
Besides the presidency and vice 30 states with 299 electorial votes,
presidency, all seats in the House Humphrey ahead in eight states
of Representatives plus 34 Senate and the District of Columbia with
seats are up for election. Voters 77 electorial votes and Wallace
in 21 states also will elect gov- leading in five states with 45
electorial votes. Seven states with
ernors.
Poll -closing hours across the 117 electorial votes were rated
country range from 4 p.m. today by the Times ;is too close to call.
If none of the candidates gets
to 2 a.m. EST tomorrow.
While the polls are trpen, radi- the required 270 electorial votes,
cal students promise demonstra- the choice of a president could
tions in big cities across the coun- be thrown into the House of Representatives for the first time
try.
Some of these same students in 144 years.
But many observers believe that
were responsible for the relent -
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Photo by Terry Wilson
THE FOUR SJS students pictured above learn techniques for
Air Force ROTC blood drive this week. From left, Dave Junkins,
AFROTC; Sally Junkins, pledge class of Angel Flight, Sharon
Slade. Associated Women Students; and Sherry White, also of
Angel Flight hope to collect 500 pints of blood for use at local
hospitals.

switches among the electors in
the days and weeks following an
inconclusive election would settle
the issue without recourse to the
House. The electors cast their
votes in their own states Dec. 16.
Nixon has challenged Humphrey
to join in asking that the presidency go to the national popularvote leader if no one gets an pectoral College majority. But Humphrey has said he prefers to let
the constitutional system operate
with the Flou.se deciding the winner.
NO BARGAIN
Nixon has insisted there must be
no bargain with Wallace, who rose
to power in Alabama as a militant segregationist. But the former Alabama governor has claimed Republicans in some undesignated states have been sounding
out his backers about possible
Electoral College support for Nixon.
A state-by-state AP survey last
week indicated Democrats would
control the next House, but by a
slimmer margin than their present 245 to 187 edge.
But this would not insure that
Humphrey would win any election
thrown into the House since each
state would have one vote, regardless of its size, and a clear majority of 26 is required to elect. Because of close races, control of
several state delegations remains
a question mark. In addition. fi5
House candidates given a good
chance of winning, have indicated
they would support the popularvote winner, regardless of party.
SENATE SELECT VP
The Senate would select the vice
president if the Electoral College
didn’t. And Democrats are favored
to keep control of the Senate,
though perhaps by a narrower
margin than their present 6:1-37
grip.
The 1968 race for the White
House, hesides being one of the
most turbulent campaigns in recent political history, will go down
in the books as one of the most
expensive.
Democratic aides said about $12
million is being spent in behalf
of the Humphrey-Muskie ticket.
Estimates of the outlay for Wallace and LeMay range from $10
million to $20 million, while the
Nixon-Agnew spending t ot a Is some
$20 million. F.stimates on over-all
general election campaign spending at all levels run as high as
$250 m ion.

AFROTC Opens
Two Day Drive
For Blood Donors

d
Many years ago,
leeches to drain blood from ill
patients. Today, physicians often
must add blood to preserve a patient’s life.
The Air Form ROTC cadets at
SJS will hold their semi-annual
blood drive today and tomorrow at
the Catholic Women’s Center, San
Fernando and Fifth Streets, from
0 in the morning until 4 p.m.
Co-sponsored by AFROTC, their
mixiliary Angel Flight, F’hrateres,
Spartan Spears, and Associated
Women Studcnts, the goal of the
drive is 500 pints of blood. A booth
will be set iip on Seventh Street
and in front of the bookstore today for information.
To all those donating birstrl, a
eard will Ite issued which entitled
the hoklet to free liksal in needed
(plant it les for ihmself or any mem.
lxr of his immediate family. This
saves $25 to $30 per pint.
Four groups will compete for
highest dona ion - sorori t ie.s, f ratern i ties, on -campus living centers,
and honor or service organizations.
Donations will be used in San
Jose area hospitals. Mike Gilmore
van provide further information at
293-0876,

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

A drive "to return colleges to the parochialism of the 1920’s" and "cripple student goserninents" was launched by the Board of Trustees over the weekend, according to ASB President
Dick Miner.
A special task force, appointed by Chancellor Glenn S. Dunike in Jul!, proposed a new policy
for the Board of Trustees regarding the formation of auxiliary organization* (i.e., student
il, Spartan Bookstore) on state college campuses.
This proposed policy is a serious iniplication that the Board of Trustees could require an
iroin Associat,41 Press
approved list on how and for what
ASB funds could be spent, accordHAVANA
A Black man wearing to Miner.
ing an American Black Panther
"Some of the task force comuniform hijacked a National Airmittee members were sympathetic
lines 727 jet with 65 persons
to what we had to say," Miner
aboard yesterday and diverted its
said. "They seemed very conpath to Cuba.
cerned that the flexibility of finances thmugh student governLOS ANGELES - Republican
ment be maintained," the ASH
senatorial candidate Max Rafferty
president said.
has affirmed he will appoint Gen.
"The Selective Service system viduals privately and in strict
Curtis E. LeMay head of the UniTASK FORCE
versity of California at Berkeley is a punishment bureaucracy confidence.
The task force forwarded its
whereby an individual Ls judged
"My counseling position is comif he is elected to the Senate.
resolution to the chancellor with
guilty until proven innocent," Ex- pletely legitimate because I never
- -the recommendation that it be
perimental College Draft Coun- advise a person to resist the
LOS ANGELES Democratic
presented to the Trustees only
senatorial candidate Alan Crans- selor Bill Hutchison declared to a draft.." I offer legal aternatives after adequate consultation with
ton asserted that if Max Rafferty private gathering in the College to it, the 21 -year-old conscientious such concerned organizations as
objector insisted. ’After all," he
was elected to the Senate, he Union yesterday.
students, business managers,
In explaining this accu.sation, continued, "there is always a legal
would be given even greater power
boards of directors and student
noted
that
students
Hutchison
way
out
of
the
draft."
to "mess up" education.
councils.
must petition for a deferment
In assessing his position, HutchThe pmposal, developed by
they’ll
(the
draft
ison
"or
(II-S),
said
that
he
"gives
psycoPRAGUE Old -guard CommuDwnke’s staff, will be presented
(eligible
boarcl)
classify
you
I-A
logical
help
and
understanding
to
nists are reported pressing for a
to the Board of Trustees Nov.
huge celebration on the 51st anni- for immediate induction) and a (draft eligible) individual need- 24-26, according to Miner. If it is
Mg help."
versary of the Bolshevick Revolu- draft you."
approved, it will go on to the legis"The least the registrant knows
RECEIVE BENEFff
tion to demonstrate Czech solilature for its consideration.
To receive complete benefit
about the draft system, the better
darity with Moscow.
According to Stephen Lieuranee,
it run.s. Consequently, the board from this Experimental College
executive secretary for California
deliberately attempts to keep the service pioneered by Chairman
SAN FRANCISCO About 200
State College Student Presidents
leaders of the Black Students registrant in doubt," Hutchison Doreen Bauman, an individual Association, "the task force recomshould seek counseling before his
Union at San Francisco State Col- commented.
mendation will not incorporate too
physical exam notice, he mainJOB TO INFORM
lege jammed Gallery Lounge yesmany changes in the status quo of
Asserting that it is his job to tained. "This gives us more time
terday and repeated their call for
auxiliary organizations."
a Nov. 6 general strike to enforce inform inquiring students concern- to find a legal loophole tor stuLieurance, a member of the
their demands, among them rein- ing their legal rights, draft regu- dents looking for a lawful way task force and an SJS student,
statement of Black Panther lations and board guidelines, the out of the service," Hutchison explained that the basic purpose
George Murray, who was sus- shaggy, red-haired SJS student said.
of the committee was "to set up
Migrating to Canada is the
added that he meets "with indipended Friday.
guidelines for the formation of
"wrong move," he said, regarding
auxiliary organizations on new
./..Z03001
impulsive, reclassified students
re:
campuses, such as Bakersfield
seeking refuge in Toronto. Before
State College, as well ris to define
malting a rash, regrettable move,
a policy statement for all camthat person shauld seek draft adpuses.
vice said the former San Jose
’NO AUTHORITY’
Peac.e Center counselor.
"At present," Lieurance said.
Presently, a subcommittee is investigating the possibility of es- "there is no well-defined set of
tablishing a draft counseling cen- functions in state college organipretoday
The "Racism: The Death of a Nation" series
ter at SJS "designed to isolate zations nor an authority to imp.m.
-cuts three movies in ’Morris Dailey Auditorium at
problems raised by the Selective plement these functions."
Lieurance, however, did concede
Service system’s existence,"
The first is "Civil Rights Movement: South" beginning
that it is "possible for the TrusHutchison concluded.
with the development of slavery in the United States. The
tee’s to ignore the recommendaIt film feature. the Southern civil rights movement in elliteation.
job
and
rights,
voting
accommodations,
publie
"If the Trustees amend the resoK1 tion,
lution as some Trustees would like
N discrimination.
to, there would be reason to
The second film is tided "Civil nights Movement:
worry," he said.
Nlississippi Project," dealing with civil rights movement in
"I think that after the elecand opera
t single tttttt nuttily. It !trinities it hackgr lllll
tions, we’re going to see a Republion of the "freedom schools" as well as on labor exploit:Ilican assembly," Miner said. "They
might step in and develop their
lion, and police brutality. This filni was intlependentl
Nlississippi.
produced lo Richard Itleynier
Dr. Alan Watts, scholar-in-resi- OW71 policy.
"This proposed amendment, is a
dence, will review his book, "Nathe historie
tells
The third film, titled
reaction to the Governor’s call for
ture,
Man
and
Woman,"
tomorrow
NashAfternoon snack of six Black customers in downtown
at -2:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey cracking down on student govern% ilk Iln \lay 10, 1960. It shows ihis first concerted de
Auditorium in a faculty book ments, growing out of a history of
unrest on state college campuses,"
Anil’
and the consequences.
talk.
Paper.
Known AS one of the most Miner asserted,
Coupled wit.h another plan to do
stimulating philosophers of our
-,40"
.P.Ate
vriZed"
time, Dr. Watts’ special interest away with mandatory student
lies in the interpretation of East- txxly fees, it would wipe out stuern thought to the West. par- dent governments as a powerful
force f or educational reform,
ticularly that of Zen Buddhism.
The English philosopher was Miner indicated.
educated at King’s School, Canterbury, and holds a ma.ster’s degree from Seabury-Western Theological Seminary in Illinois and an
Criticism, praise and apathy were Carol Teague, senior interior de- honorary doctorate of divinity
voiced by SJS students in relation sign major, "I think that it was a from the University of Vermont.
big political move, just in time for
Currently serving as president of
to the recent Vietnam bombing
the elections Tuesday. Johnson
halt. The opinions were compiled saw that Humphrey was running the Society for Comparative Philb.s: students in a beginning news- behind and thought that this might mophy, he had also been an editor,
Two of San 1-’, ,,,
Episcopalian minister, pmfessor,
11.,[1, kirk oft
help him catch up. It was just a
rock groups \
writ ing class.
graduate sehool dean and research
Homeroming Week on Saturday,
The bomb halt, which came a move to help the Great Pumpkin." fellow of Harvard University.
9, with "A Thing for a
week before the ’68 presidential Similiarly, a resident of Moulder
In addition to the book he will Nov.
election, has caused a number of Hall, a residence for upperclass review, Dr. Watts is also the au- Queen," a three-hour danee at the
SJS students to severly criticize males, said that the bomb halt was thor of some 20 others, nf which Santa Clara County fairoyounds
the outgoing President. "I think designed to help the candidacy of the first, "The Spirit of Zen," was immediately following thc SJSIdaho football game.
President Johnson is a selfish, ego. the Vice President.
written at the age of 20.
Although skepticism has been
"The Sons of Champlin" anti
tistical fellow vs-hose only concern
Dr. Watts has also taped mnre
is to go down in American history the feeling of many SJS students, than 500 radio talks and his 39 "Freedom Highway." will he in
books as a peace loving president," there are those who are plea.sed viedo-taped lectures have been cir- Fiesta Hall from 10:30 p.m. to 1:30
the affair, traditionally
says Flap Pershadsingh, SJS sen- with the President’s decision.
culated among non-profit stations a.m. during
"I am very happy to see it," acmss the states. He has also been known as the Coronation Ball.
tor from Jamaica. SJS junior,
Mark Lowe, agrees with Pershad- said Paul W. Boeyink, political a guest lecturer at colleges and This year’s event, however, will
singh and adds "The move to halt science pmfessor. "It is one of universities across the nation as include a light show during the
dance and the queen-emwning
the bombing hy President John- the advances we have made (to- well as in Europe and Japan.
eeremony.
son was to strengthen his own ward Karel, and I hope it will
- Tiekets, $1.50, or S2.50 per
help."
name."
mimic% are available in the Stu"It is a good thing," said junior
The attempt by the President
major Itoint Myron.
dent. Affairs Business Office,
to end the wit: and help create geography
is being sincere
Building R, and will be on sale
world peace met with skepticism "I feel Johnson
gain peace. Ever
Fifteen S.1ti Mark :01141c:11s am on Seventh Street.
on another ground. According to In his efforts to
Dress is "whatever’s right."
since March 31, he said he was making door to door calls in East
going to work toward ending the San Jose in order to get out the
vote in that community today, acwar and I think he hits."
And there are those who just cording to Tim Knowles, director
retreatinc
weking 1,, ohm, a couldn’t get exeited. Such was the of Black Students Education OpKs.lis
morning bevo lll i l is; uno.. M 11M.
fourth student member on eta opinion of Bob Keefe. a third year portunity Program.
"This is to encourage minority afternoon. Continued ’gear tr.FNE Polley Commit’ ve, not a social science major, who said,
fifth member /101 reported In "All considered, it just doesn’t people of the Eastskle community Matt and t lllll orrow. Warmer
to vote," he said.
dii)s. High ball.) al S.114: 70.
Illeall 11111(11 ill all."
yesternav’s
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Selective Service

Death of a Nation’ Series
Continues Today in Dailey

Scholar Watts
Will Review
’Nature’ Book
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Cast No Vote
In ’68 Election

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Editor

Phil Stone

.1therti.sing Mgr.

John liurley

Well. today’s the tla. Election-.
And I imagine. since the Dail%

(;uest Room

Carefully and Ni1 isely for the Candid,’
of Your Choice. "Vote for a new (1,1..
sni
isn’t that %hat Hubert

Foreign Students
B 111M.kN JAVID
Journali-in Nlajor from Iran
Historically. San ithie State’s foreign
student contingent has been at the re-

surely I should advise you to iii

ductal foreign student votes when he
ran for office. Now. he not only dis-

postpom- action on the unfortunate
situation. Such an attitude is far from
becoming a fair administration and a

regards biased handling of foreign
students. he initiates and practi(es favoritism in appointing students to var-

hi be a
be surfaeed. First. there sl
review of policy regarding acceptance
of transferring foreign students. Tra-

ly and corrictly.
Third. the student legislature is guil-

ious student government posts. In the
past. when there have been openings
for council seats. 11r. Miner has (alled
groups

ariou-

inform

to

openings and to ask whether there are
individuals who may want to lw "in

such students. While this policy may
have some imrit. it nevertheless dis-

mita. has \liner approached the foreign students with similar information

criminates against those students who

or suggestion. if NIr. Alines chooses to

have. for two years or more. worked

go to 011P group. he must go to all

hard to prove that their academic pro-

group-, otherwise. he is vonfirming his

ficiency parallels that of native stu-

mistreatment of foreign students.

dents. Hut SJS refuses to grant ad-

Fourth. student legislature (an show

mission to the unfortunately average

some concern for foreign students’ dif-

students.

ficulties by

dents who have a 2.0 average and in
some cases re(ruits those who (I() not

allocating funds so that

for(ign students may qualify
for a---istatwe or 101111S.

have 2.0. The double -standard is far

There are other areas where foreign

from being fair. Such a policy denies

students ar( not given fair and unbias-

foreign students the right to pursue

ed

higher edmation at San Jose State. It

these basi(

is, therefore, reasonable to ask that an

immediate and impartial study.

treattiunt.

investigation be made by an impartial

There

body to see whether such policy is indeed unjust.

provement

Second. if transferred foreign stu-

but

for the

probbms

is

if

room
those

for

im-

(otnertied

are willing to recognize problems and
do something about them.

dents have passed an entrance examination to an Anterican college and

surfaced.

have successfully completed English
courses anti other academic subjects

aware of the diffi(ulties fa(ing for(ign students. Let’s hope President

in that college. why does SJS insist that
they pay u SAO fee, retake the sante

Robert Clark. who believes in an open
rumpus. will insist on an open-minded

entrance

campus. His attention is needed. His
advice and guidance are welcome.

and

then

be

placed in English courses already 114/111-

The basic issues have been merely
Ombudsman

18

Poblano

Campus Closeups
By DOANE YAWGER
A Human Rights committee has been
set up at Whittier College because,
go on on this eallIIMS which are
in viola
of the law and there should
be a group whose only concern is the

will

investigate civil liberty violations.
Membership is open and has worked on
the ’cafeteria -grape,: issue, police policy,
unfair I ttttt sing and employment practices,
Biafra aid, dorm rules and searches and

from- of the individual, regardless of ltis
political or personal views," stated the
rights committee chairman, arcoriling to

student disi-iplitte.

the Quaker Campus.

need

’llie organizat
non-political, dedi
cated to defend the Bill of flights, and

The Quaker Campus put this maedine
I

tinnier.
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ly (iii its third page: The QC doesn’t
to print lies. The truth is much
*
student

tackling

*

*

advisory committee is

campus

problems at

also

Pasadena

City College, the PCC Courier reports.

The temporary election commission
head declared the freshman election results void due to alleged illegal campaign
tactics too near the polls. The elect’
was rescheduled.
l’wenty-six snack vending machines have
heen installed at PCC for a year under a
tin -roofed patio in the vocational building.
lite mechanical food dispensers include two microwave heating ovens, seaso
g and c
limettt machines. An at-

tendant will be nearby to keep the machines from cheating.
Before the vending machines came, a
snack truck has served the students f(ir
four Nears and es idently has beconte a
permanent instituti tttt on campus.

The Courier spe(ailates the kindly
snack vendor and his truck will still do
good Inkiness because the coin -operated
feeders (often act as slot machines or poor
rooks. Students complained that the soft
drink dispenser sent 15 CelliS Of soda irlown
the drain, lacking cups.

Thrust and Parry

McCullough Tribute, P.R. Gap
Professor Honored
Editor:
Those who knew Dr. Jay H. McCullough
can reflect upon his cleath for a long time, yet
eventually must reslize that the proper
memoriwn fur him is none at all.
Wu-rnen-kan’s words only come close:
"Through the evening mist
A lone goose is flying.
Of one tone
Ale wide wale’. :old sky."
So, ,a

lions, mcetings and more meetings."
can’t expect a man to walk blindly.
la( you know what faith is?
Aileen Sprinkle
A19444

But
already know that. 1 ou prol
ably right now are debating the "les.’
of three ev ils." I ,,ay that i: not pitting
We lime hail mediocrity in this natio
too long. NN hen the "lesser of three evils
is given the reins over an 1111SiOU. %%lir, (1% 1
enough nuclear power to di -troy tli
world. and mer the destinic, of pra
tically all the
communist countries i
the world (you didn’t think we were in
perialistie?) then no one deserves yot
vote.
I guess in an othl sort of way doing tht
would put one outside the political spe
truni
a radical, if you will.
But for myself. all I seek is the trial
And if in today’s world seeking the trot
I I
makes one a radical, then Ent pr
be one.

Guest Room

Expel Berkeley Rioters

.1i

moment

should re(eive

alwavs
only

One Man, One Dart

of

them

tem iewer for a council seat. Hut not

stu-

l’hey tell us that this country neeii
law and order, the politics of joy. a
I ttttt orable end to the vyar in N Minion
this is not our language.

president.

body

Mini.r. -student

ditionally, San Jose State has insisted
upon a 2.25 grade point average from

yet accepts Amterican

But enough of this charade. I’m tin
of this eke
and 1 giii
of all the
you are too.
None of the candidates is worth von()
for. They are all old and tired and
of them is telling its the truth.

foreign students are to be treated fair-

is not at all alien to the administration
and the student body. there nevertheless are those 010 either ignore or

:II

doing it, so that must be the thing to

’llais attitude by the SJS administiation must also receive careful study if

ty of ignorame and indifference. Dirk

progressive student body.
There are ,Mrral gripes which must

tor Humphrey. All our ASII officers

pleted ill all accredited junior college?

ceiving end of the proverbial shaft
that will not quit.
Although the "foreign"’ dilemma

examination.

i.

posed to lie such a good. middle of II,
iit
road newspaper, I should urge !ion

COM III 11 IC

By GUY WRIGHT
San Francisco Examiner

Gap

P;dl tor :
We owe Mueh to the ASI5 officers who have
bet.-n looking after "our interests’ ? I" in student government.
These ASH officers have established a new
office -- the Public Relations Office. Thc job
of the public relations man is to elevate the
student body’s opinion of the ASH government. One of the duties of this job, for example, is to determine which "GOOD" should
be printed in the Spartan Daily.
The Spartan Daily and members (if student
government have been "informed" that no
controversial material regarding student government should be relayed to the students.
Thus, it is hoped that the ASII administration
will not be troubled by a credibility gals, as
was the national government. Since the representatives in student government are not to
keep their constituents informed. srludent government has eliminated all possibility of a
credibility gap by merely cresting a communication gap.
The ASH administration should not stoop
to having "manag,ed news" on this college
campus in order to protect its image.

John Saints
A13188

Amon Answered
Editor:
Friday, Nov, 1, I re:id an article in the
Spartan Daily ent il led, "Where is Pres.
Miner"- by Sue Amon. This eertainly was
nut the first of suet) articles attavking Miner,
hut it is typical.
Miss Amon says "We (assuming she speaks
for the t.Teneral student hotly) don’t want to
hear a lot of political garbage about oast administrations and good old clays. We want you
to show us, not tell us, right now, what you’re
doing, what you’ve done for this school and
its students."
Weil, Sue, the history of school polities
directly effects today’s policies: it is the past
which has created the present: a clear understanding of this enables one to better understand the present administration, as well as
providing a knowledge as to which direction
to proceed.
Then Sue asks Miner, "What have you done
about the housing Problems faced bY tile majority of students at SJS?" Dave you checked
with expel ’mental college. Community Organizing and Social Welfare
Ted Weisgal
(College Union)? In short, this is a study of
housing problems. I am not suggesting that
Miner is "the" committee iyou wouldn’t approve of that anyway) but ask Miner what
he thinks
what he is doing.
"Where is the racial equality you promised to work for?" Sue, whom is that same
equality we as human beings have promised
to work for? Do you realize you are asking
Miner to accomplish in one school year tor
the first two months) to achieve what years
of history and many men have failed to bring
about? Are you placing this all upon Miner?
because he can’t move without the support
of the student body.
Yes, Sue it takes "committees, reports, in-
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e%ery student %%Ito regards rioting as the
Fourth It has liven expelled.

demic freedom. I know the difference b.
tweet] freedotn and anarchy.
Don’t try to tell me the issue is studet
participation. I know the difference b.
tween participation and mob role.
The Cleaver lectures aren’t the rate
of the riot. They are just the excuse.
Before school even opened I wrote ..
that there would he riots at Berkeley th
fall. It was no great oracular predictiot
I was simply passing along an obvious fac

Anil make it clear that the expulsions
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take many expubaou- to bring peaee to tlo campus.
But een if iltc
is a sea of empty
chosromus, it will II. HO great 10....
For then there %ill be room for the
hundreds of young people elm really
uant
Itarn, but uho ha%e been turned
awa% from Berkeles because of overcrowding.
SI.1 10-. VI S CHEATED
That’s the vr% ing shame behind this
scandal.
For eer student neglecting his studies
lo play al insurreci. , there is another
all at hing for an eduyoung man or 14
eati iiii but unable to get in.
I say expel the rioters and replace them
with students who appreciate a chance to
go to college.
Let’s pause here to get two things
straight. First, the university doesn’t belong to the students. That will jolt them,
ersily belongs to the
but it’s true. The
taxpaying public, just as everv thing else
in this world belongs to those who pay
for it. The students are guests there.
Second., there is no justification for the
at all.
latest riot. N
A handful of students served notice that
unless they were given college credit for
listening to Eldridge Cleaver scream dirty
words. they would literally destroy the
campus.
That is the ridiculous, pathetic truth of
the Great Calm..
FOLD DIPI.ONIA
And any faeulty meniber who can’t see

that truth should fold his diploma into
a paper airplane and fly away on it,
using his bubble head for lighter-than -air
bouyancy.
Dotil try to tell me the issue is aca-

At the time tlw 11141.111W for the ri.
hadn’t yet been chosen. Then the Cle,k,
cam. came along and provided it.
If it hadn’t been the Cli-aver ease,
would have been s iiiii eating else.
keley’s firebrands had already made
their minds to try for a new record i
chaos this tertn.
But this is probably the next to the la
riot on the Berkeley campus.
It is probably the last chance the facial’
and administration will la- given to (It
)(trate that they recognize mutiny %do
they see it and know hou to keep cot
mand of their ship.
If they fail to deal firmly with the lea
ers of this warmly riot. there will be a
other, bigger one, probably before II
Christmas holidays.
V’hen it comes the taxpaying puld
which owns the llll iversity, will strii
Chancellor Hevns and President Hitch
dm yardarm and replace them with wa
den types who will run the university
an oldtime reform school.
ersii
The bent way to save the
from the disaster is to expel the rime
now.
--Oct. 27, 1968 - Reprinted by permissio,

Guest Articles
The Dally will consider and is seeking Gtia.
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS sl:
dents and faculty members on matters a
fecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materia
may be made with Richard Battin, Dai
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m I
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on u!
of guest articies are reserved to the Edito
Guest copy should be typed double spar(
on a 40-space line.

Toesday November 5. 1968

Economics Hot Line
Functions Daily at 3
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The "Hot Line" is a household
word now. A "Hot Line" just instituted at SJS, however, is hoped
to become not only a household
word by teachers, but used on a
day in. day out basis.
The "Economics I rif et mat ion
Ilot Line," designed to answer
questions concerning economics
that arise in a classroom situation,
will be staffed from 3 to 4 p.m.
daily by SJS graduate assistants
in the Economies Department. It
should be useful in drawing un
trained etymornists for resource
materials and for stcy,estions on
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State Board
Okays DS
Air System
Hot, stuffy classrooms on campus received a welcome "blast" of
fresh air last week when plans
for the new central heating and
air conditioning plant was approved by the Public Works
Board.
"Working drawings will be completed as soon as possible so that
construction can begin bY the latter part of 1969 or the beginning of
1970," stated C. Grant Burton,
executive dean.
The plant eventually will become the central supply point at
SJS for such things as steam and
chilled air, he said. "It will make
it much easier to get air conditioning for future buildings," he
added.
Those buildings which presently
have self-contained air conditioning units will continue to operate
as usual after the new unit is
built, he said.
The new plant will be built at
10th and San Carlos Streets, next
to the proposed new Business
Classroom Building. It will replace
the present Central Heating facility located near the Spartan Bookstore and the Maintenance Department.

of presenting a particulai
coneept to a class, riported Dr. Turley Mines, actin,,
director of the Economics Education Center.
’rhe "Hot Line" will serve iti.
needs of teachers of all grad,
levels in the Santa Clara area. "It
is hoped that this daily hot line
service %vill be helpful in providing access to professional economists," Dr. Twiey Mings said.
’"rhe hot line is an experimental
concept," he continued. "If the
teachers in this area find it useful, and use it often, we will staff
the line two hours daily."
In most cases the graduate assistant should be able to answer
questions satisfactorily, but if a
better answer is needed, the assistant will contact a department
faculty member who is competent
in that area of economics. The
Economics Information Center also
has a library vvhich has been
augmented by additional cataloged books for the public to borrow. Documents and pamphlets
are now being processed for drculation.
The "Hot Line" is available
by calling 294-6414. ext. 2180 and
asking for the Economics Information Service. The Center office
Library is open daily from 1-5
p.m., in Building "W" on South
10th Street near San Carlos.

Therapy Majors
To Attend Clinic
The Occupational Therapy Department will be host for representatives of hospitals and rehabilitation centers from throughout the state in a Clinical Council Friday.
The attending represntatives coordinate clinical training for SJS
occupational therapy majors after
their graduation. This nine-month
program in conjunction with college training qualifies OT majors
to take an examination which can
earn them the classification as a
registered occupational therapist.

--Photo lo/ Were N
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Grading Systems Studied
,ILident announced that he would
try to prepare and study a third
for the committee to ex-

Amidst excitement and discussion surrounding the Nevi’ College.
the practical matter of grades IN
now under joint student-facult%
study.
No decision.s were reached at
the student -faculty meeting on
grades, said Dr. Harold DeBey,
provost of the New College.
The two methods discussed at
greatest length were letter grades
and the pass-fail system. But near
the end of the latest meeting a

Even the question who the evaladtors will be
whether teams or
system
is undecided.
"We hope to include students in
some part of the evaluation," Dr.
DeBey commented. "We hope to
decide our method of evaluation
within about three weeks, although w-e don’t have to turn in
grades until the end of the semester. We can say definitely that
students will be evaluated."

Maria. Paul Chalmers, head of
the Military Science-Seniors (MSIV’s) for the Department of Military Science and Tactics left SJS
last week for his second tour of
duty in Vietnam.
Major Chalmers has taught his
students tactics, logistics. military law and military administration in his tour of duty at SJS.
A graduate of West Point in
1959, Major Chalmers has spent
much of his army career in training army personnel.
"I have enjoyed teaching at
SJS more than instructing soldiers
because of the higher imagination
and intelligence shown here on the
part of recruits," says the Major.
"This is due to the motivation of
the cadets."
After his tour of Vietnam, he
hopes to go to graduate school.
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Thanksgiving Drive
To Begin Friday
Operation Thanksgiving, a onevveek food collection drive co-sponsored by Circle K and the Associated Women Students, begins Friday at 8 a.m.
All donations collected before
the midnight Nov. 15 deadline will
be "turned over to the Salvation
Army for distribution" to needy
families in San Jose on Thanksgiving, explained Don Brechtel,
Circle K vice president. Collection
centers will be found on Seventh
Street throughout the fowl drive.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

%AM

will be awarded annually to the winner of the
Spartan -Aztec football game, with the losing
fown’s mayor making the presentation. From left
to right are SJS Alumni President Pat Spooner,
Mayor James, Flanigan, Mayor Curran and
SJS Alumni President Mike Rogers.
by Ban Clayton

January Credentials

Gamma Theta Upsilon, geography honorary fraternit, will
continue its fund-raising book
and record sale In front of the
cafeteria through Friday.
lie sold
Popular noels
for 10 cents and 25 cents and
1 1 1 1 1 long playing albums will run
lllll
III
$1.25. All books and rocords
Viert donated by the American
Freedom From Hunger Foundations, vtho
recehe the proceeds from the sale.

Anthropology Club
Invit s St dents
To First Meeting
Students majoring, minoring or
with an interest in anthropology
have an opportunity to ald in the
organization of a new campus anthropology organization.
Vernon Shehan, assistant professor of anthropology, invites all interested petsons to attend the first
meeting today at 7 p.m. In CI1238.
He hopes the organization will
serve as a place for students to
meet other students and professors
in the area of anthropology and
better inform them of the happenings and opportunities in the
field.
The first few meetings will concentrate on organizing the club,
getting ideas for it and selecting
a name.

Grad Application
Deadline Nov. 15
Seni.ws graduating in January,
1969, who are interested in graduate studies beginrting in February, have until Nov. 15 to submit
applicat ions.
Application forms are available
only to seniors graduating from
SJS in January and may be obtained from the Admission Office,
ADNI102.
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RUSSEL LEE

"QUEEN OF THE
JUNGLE"

REGISTFRED
1(1:1)
DIAMOND RINGS

LEE
Ring, from $100 to 110.000, Illustrations enl.,CrgRertoN.I.r.wh,nuty
detail. Tuck mark reg A IL Pond Comp, Inc , I
n.

ROYALTY

rHOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder. both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44 -page Bride’s Book.
Name

1

Address
City
Zip

State

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N Y. 13201

Hurry!

to the back page for this N%eek’s
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JENNIE
’MACY

Being with each other, doing things together . . knowing that
your affection is growing into precious and enduring lore. Happily,
all these cherished moments will be forever symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag, you are
assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise modern cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler will assist you in making your selection ... He’s
in the yellow pages, under "Jewelers."

P.I.C. Contest.

JIMMY MAMOU
THE KARATS

Perfect symbol
of the love you share

Candidates for
1969,
credentials are reminded that ap- iiiimilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimittitilliiii11111111111ffili11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Mililliiiiiiiiiiiiiii:
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Dr. Smith served in the Phil- , California State Bisird of P:ducaippines as consultant in science , lion, chairman of the C’alifornia
for the Peace Corps and was co- I later Science Council. and a memordinator and director of Peace I ber of the National Association for
Corps Training programs at SJS. ’Research in Science Teaching
"Dr. Smith contributed much and the Association for the Educato the department and had ex- tion of Teachers in Scienie.
"Each department had a diffitensive experience in the Peace
Corps and Stience Teachers Pru- colt tittle selecting a candidate
gram. The Search Cutrunittee felt Iron, the many qualified people
that Dr. Smith has the experience %silo applied for these important
necessary to provide leadership positions. ’Mere was a great deal
in a time of rapid change in sci- of national interest in these SJS
departments," Dr. Barry comence," Dr. Barry noted.
Earlier in his career, Dr. Smith mented.
"Dr. Creely and Dr. Smith have
taught at Menlo-Atherton High
School and Menlo School and Col- both proved their abilities to perfornt responsibly in cimtemporary
lege.
His professional activities in- education in the Sciences," he
clude serving as chairman to the added.
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Chairmen for the geology and
natural science departments were
recently announced by Dr. Hobett
W. Burns, academic vice president.
New geology’ chairman is Dr.
Robert Creely, former chairman
of geology at Colorado State University. Dr. (steely twelve(’ both
his B.S. and Ph.D. from the University of California, and served
as geologist for several commet%
el:a concerns.
Dr. Richard Smith. formerly a
professor in the Natural Science
Department at SJS, was named
in geology." Dr. David G. Barry,
dean of the School of Natural
Sciences and Mathematice, explained.
Dr. Creely wrote numerous scientific publication.% in geology. He
is a member of Sigma Xi, Tau
Beta Phi, Theta Tau and Phi Kappa Phi, as well as several geological associations.
"Dr. Creely was selected by the
Geology Search Committee because of his administration experience and his demonstrated
ability as a scholar and teacher
in geology." Dr Barry explained.

COFFEE, TEA, OR MILK? First week’s winner in the Spartan
Daily Photo Identification Contest (PIC), Rich Lenhurt (right)
tells PSA stewarJess Algerina Maughan what he wants to drink
prior to flight time. Although several entrants correctly identified
five Dave Stigall. Although several entrants correctly identified
last week’s mystery photo as a close-up view of a flashlight bat.
tery, Lenhart won the round trip flight to Los Angeles because
his tie breaker guess of 1065 was closest to the actual number
of books checked out of the SJS library last Thursday (1068).

Duty in Vietnam
’To Military Head
Maior Chalmers

THE BEGINNING OF A TRADITION occurred
last weekend in San Diego with the awarding
of the Mayor’s Victory Plague. Initially receiving the award from San Jose Mayor Ron James
was San Diego Mayor Frank Curran, who then
presented the award to San Diego State Student Body President Terry Flani an. The plague
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Geology, Natural Science
Appoint New Dept. Heads
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LUNCHEON SHOWS

THE BRASS RAIL
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Me and Them Beats ATO
A quick Me and rhem eleven recaptured the Intramural upper division football championship by
virtue uf a 12-7 victory over ATO.
The new champs held the crown
in 1966 only to lose it to TC 18-6
in last year’s finals.

Jet Charter
NEW YORK
$134"

Me and Them, who were second seeded in the independent
league, gained the finals by thumping a highly -rated TC 13-7, while
ATO downed the first seed in the
independent league, the Sunshine
Boys, 12-6,
Rabin Duran, the Me and l’hein
quarterback, had a fine day in
which he completed 15 of 28 passes
including a pair of touchdown completions.
Duran’s

biggest

receiver

VoltS

plus fax

ROUND TRIP

The Me and Them squad drew
first blood on a five yard toss
from Duran to Tom Stoneage.

/Aland: Dee. 20
Return: Jan. 5

IA. I

RESERVE NOW!
LIMITED SPACE!
For application forms
phon or writs

T-M TRAVEL
60 N. First St., San Jose
PI, 293 1033

end Bill Sixncer who caught six
The touchdown reception came
passes. Spencer was also a major on a three-yarder to Whitlow.
cog on defense in the safety poATO went ahead
jhe pAT
sition.
on a pass tu Len Waller, the
blocking back.
TIE AT HALF
Me and Them then regained the
ATO lino Me and Them played lead minutes later on highly disto a scoreless tie in the first half. puted 50 yard touchtiosm pass
Neither team was able to put to- from Duran to AI Sequerios.
gether an offense threat until late
ATO defender, Dick Peralto. had
in the half when ATO, led by their
this to say about the play, ’We
fine scrambling quarterback Dave
were near the flag !Xi I had him.
Young and the pass receiving of
Then he shoved me away from the
guard Randy Donis, drove to the
ball and was all alone for the
Me and Them 10 yard line. Their
touchdosvn. I hate to complain
drive was ended there on a pass
but they should have called it."
interception by Bob Francis.

NAM
AlMeV

The try for extra point on a
pass by Duran, a former Spartan
basketball player, was unsuccessful.
The ATO eleven came right
back to score on the passing.
strength of completions to Donii.and end Mike Whitlow.

HELD AT 1.0
The rough ATO team again
marched down the field where the
Me and Them defense stiffened up
to hold them on their own 10 yard
line.
The last ATO drive covered
60 yards, most of which were
through the poor calls by referee
Jim Lettuce.
The poor refereeing along with ,

"A computer has no mind of its own. Its

"But you don’t necessarily hunt for an ulti-

’brainpower’ comes from the people who

mate right answer. There can be as many

create the programs," says Rod Campany.

solutions to a programming problem as
there are programmers. That’s where the art

Rod earned a B.S. in Math in 1966. Today,

comes in. Any given program may work, but

he’s an IBM Systems Programmer working on

how well it works depends entirely on the

a portion of Operating System/360, a

ingenuity of the programmer."

hierarchy of programs that allows a computer
to schedule and control most of its

own

operations.

Programmers hold a key position in the
country’s fastest growing major industry
information processing. Business Week re-

A mixture of science and art

ports that the computer market is expanding

"Programming" means writing the instructions that enable a computer to do its job.
Says Rod, "It’s a mixture of science and art.

about 20 percent a year.
You don’t need a technical degree

You’re a scientist in the sense that you have to

If you can think logically and like to solve

analyze problems in a completely logical way.

problems, you could become an IBM pregrammer.

dirty play of the ATO defensive
line was prevalent throughout the
football game.
;
The major differences in the
; two squads was the strong defense
the winn. rs showed. The defensv
Hine had the ATO quarterback
in trouble on nearly every play.
SILBERT TOUGH
The standout in Me and Them
had to be veteran performer Stan !
Silbert, who constituted the mid-;
dle of the victors’ defensive line.
Silbert was the only rusher on the
last ditch attempt by the ATO
team yet still kept Young in con-,
stant trouble. With Silbert doing
the rushing. Me and Them were
able to flood seven pass defenders
in the receiving zone, without fear
of Young having too much time.
ATO was not without their
stars as guard Randy Donis turned
in his usual fine performance.
Donis proved to he the important
receiver he has been all season
when ATO needed yardage.

Visit your placement office
Sign up at your placement office for an interview with IBM. Or send
a letter or resume to
Harley Thronson. IBM,
Dept. C, 3424 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles,

ON
CAMPU
DEC.
3, 4

,

LEE EVANS. winner of two Olympic gold medals for the 400 meter run and the I600-meter relay, has been drilling with the
San Jose State football team. Evans will probably not see action
this season for the Spartans, but he is picking up valuable experience for next season and for a possible professional career after
graduation. Evans has never played college football before, nor
did he play in high school.

California 90005.

Spartan Poloists
In Big Weekend

An Equal Opportunity Employer

IBM.

The SJS water polo tearn
learned the hard way it couldn’t
win them ail.
The Spartans lost their first
game of the season to a college
team Saturday when Cal State

ProgrammIng at IBM

"It’s a chance
to use everything
you’ve got’

Camacho’s Return
Figures Greatly
In

Bear

Rematch

When the Spartan soccer powerhouse entertains the Cal Bears tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Spartan Stadium, they will have a new weapon in their arsenal.
Last season’s first team AllAmerican Henry Camacho was recently declared eligible for competition in the annual NCAA meeting in Louisville.
There had been a great dispute
over his eligibility because of his
two years of Junior College experience. It was decided that Camacho’s first year of play inJC
would not be counted because the
team was only a club team.
There waa a second questionable
factor in the Camaeho case in that
he had played for the Oakland
Clippers in an exhibition contest.
This was discounter! bemuse he received no pay for the game.
The Cal game should prove to
be an exciting rematch to the
SJS-Cal game in the opening
round of the SJS Lwitational two
weeks ago which the Spartans
won 5-0.
With the added talent of laat
year’s leading scorer. Henry Camacho, the Spartans easilY railed
over the Stanford Indian.s, 11-0, in
the Ttibe’s home grounds.
SJS’s flashing sophomore Marti
Hernandez led the scoring by tieing a teum reCOrd for most goals in
a single contest with SiX. Heiman
dez was also credited with two
assists.
Camacho and Fred Nourzad finished out the scoring with two and
three goals respectively.
Halfback Art Romswinekel
played his finest game of the season and was the major reason
Stanford was held scoreless. Crmstantly in the contest, Ron.swmckel
was at the right spot in the most
opportune moment.
roweesoeroWegowt/
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Flamenco
(Ballet de Madridl
Every Wednesday
9:00 & 10:45 p.m.
Chamber Music
Every Thursday 9:00 p.m.

Long Beach stopped the Spartans,
11-8. The loss served only to dim
an otherwLse brilliant weekend for
the SJS water polo team.
In two other weekend contests.
the Spartans beat UCLA, 6-2, and
trounced Cal State Ponoma, 20-6.
Despite the lass the Spartan.s remain ranked No. 1 in the nation
along with UC Irvine, a team the
Spartans beat earlier in the season. Both clubs have only one loss
on the year.
"We had two very significant
WiI1S and a disappointing loss,"
appraised coach Lee Walton of the
Spartans’ weekend performance.
The win over UCLA, the, first
in Walton’s eight years as Spartan
mentor, was especially pleasing to
him.
"It was an exciting win in that
it was the best defense any SJS
team has ever played," Walton
ton said.
"Anytime you hold a team like
UCLA to only two points, you
know the defense did a job."
Key to the defense was AllAmerican goalie Bob Likins who
turned in an outstanding effort.
Walton credited a play Latins
made as a key to the contest.
Jim Ferguson attempted a penalty shot for UCLA in the first
quarter hut the ahot went high
into the face of the cage.
Then in the third quarter with
State leading 3-2, Ferguson had
another penalty attempt. Liking,
who constantly reminded Ferguson
of his previous high shot, easily
stopped the low throw and State
broke the game open with a three
point final quarter spurt.
"If Web (Ferguson) had made
the shot. it would have tled the
game. But sith the lead we were
able to switch our defense and
brealc the game open," Walton
said. The Spartans started to sag
on defense and fast break in the
final quarter.

Track Meeting

There will be a track and field
meeting for interested spring track
men at 7:30 tonight in Room 201
of the Men’s Physical Education
Building.
It is important that everyone
attend. Those who cannot attend
the meeting are asked to see
coach Bud Winter or coach Bullard
today.
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New Tangent
I 17 University Ave., Palo Alto 1
Minors Welcome
1. id,
Res. & Info. 325.848s
4,00044.0440.4c44.1)***04,444, :
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CHARTER

FLIGHTS

8th successful year
$249 LONDON R. T.
31
Jung 25 Aug.
$289 LONDON/AMSTERDAM
Sept. 14
Jun 16
Study Courses available in
Heidelberg, Paris, Sahburg
Erika KAHN CSC, 213.274 0729
c/o SIERRA TRAVEL INC.
1875 Santo Monica Blvd.
!woolly HIlls 10212

Job Interviews

Spartaguide

TODAY

TODAY

101, features football highlights
Washington State Dept. of HighPhraterers International, 4 p.m.. and introduction of homecoming ’ ways. Majors, 13S MS CET.
candidates.
Also. live band and
JC221. All pledges please attend.
The Boeing Co. Majors, 13S,Aero
Maintenance and Open, Gen Engr
Spartan Shields, 6 p.m., College recreat ion.
Ind. Tech.: BS rISIS CE, EE. IE.
Union, council chambers. Active
THURSDAY
Mat. Sci ME.
meeting at Colltge Union, with
AlpIhs Eta SWIM, 7:30 p.m.. I,N
FrIden Inc. Majors, BS ’MS F:E,
pledge meeting at DSP House.
Alpha Eta Sigma Accounting 630. Business meeting and intro- IF:. ME.
Steuurt Warner Microcircuits,
Lab, 7 to 9:30 p.m.. 1.C.318. Assist- duction uf the Professional Preance tt) all students needing help view Program.
Inc. Majors, BS EE.
with accounting assignments.
:MS ("helm Club, 1:30 to 5:30
Ryan Aeronautical Co. Majors,
BS MS
ME, k:ngr. Physics.
Phi Upsilon Omicron, 3:30 p.m., p.m., D11416.
Stanford Nies!leal School (Grad11E25. Official meeting.
Newman Center, 11:30 a.m. to
Circle K, 1:30 p.m., DH219. 1 p.m., Spaghetti feed - dona- uate Study). Bernard W. Nelson,
:M.D., C11355, 3:30-5 p.m., Group
Members sign up for fall training tion 40 cents.
conferente.
meeting.
Young Republicans, 7:30 p.m..
Ernst and Ernst. Majors, BS/
Rally Conunittee, 4:30 p.m., PER S164. Post -election analysis.
’ MS Acctg Bus. Admin.
279. Meeting for all Rally CommitNewman Center, 7:30 p.m., a
WEDNEsDAY (Nov. 6)
tee members, Pep Club members
theology class on "The Church and
Crown Kellecluseh Corp. Majors,
and interested students.
Community."
BS Business, Acctg., !Math, Mktg.,
Phl Eta Sigma, 7:30 p.m., LN
JC141. Lib. Arts I for salesi, MS "Acctg;
SJS
Ski
Club,
8
p.m..
301. Mandatory foi all members
films, informa- MBA.
to be present. Banquet plans will Fashion show, ski
tion and sign-ups for ice skating
be made.
trip (Nov. 15, and information
LDSSA, 8 p.m., 4.36 E. San Ferabout Dry Land Ski School Nos.
nando (downstairs). "Mug, Mo211. Everyone invited.
tion and a Promise" - speaker
will be Jerald Lindsay, an aerospace engineer.
Wesley-UCCM, 12:30 p.m., St.
Paul’s Methodist Church, 10th and
A group ot Black and White
San Salvador Streets. Hot Lunch,
students who seized the San
35 cents. Guest speaker.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Students Leave

Antlu’opology
Department.
7
p.m., C11238. Organizational meeting for anthropology majors and
minors.
Newman Center, 7 to 10 p.m.,
"Newman Nite" -- Anne Marie
Vimont, a student from France,
vsell speak about her country and
her impressions of the U.S. Refreshments.

Fernando State College achisinietration

building

SJS Chess Club, 1:30 to 5:30
p.m., DH219.
Latter-day Saints Studente Assotiation, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Memorial Chapel. A film titled "Mornum" vvill be shown continuously
vvith discussions following each
showing.
Newman Center, 7:30 p.m., mai%
riage preparation course. Miss
Barbara Wald will present and discuss "The Woman in American
Society."
Newman Center, 9:30 p.m., Compline - - night prayer.
Scholar-In-Residence Program,
10:30 a.m., "Problems of Identity,"
seminar in Allan Hall lounge. At
12:30 p.m., faculty book talk titled
"Native, Man, and Woman," by
Alan Watts in Morris Dailey. At
9:15 p.m. a lecture on drugs titled
"Turning the Head or Turning On"
also in Morris Dailey.
Tau Delta Phi. 7:30 p.m., HE.3.
WOVL SAS Amateur Radio
Club, 7 p.m., E135. Weekend
sweepstakes will also be discussed.
Co-Rec, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. PER

it

VetektdE
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*********** ***** ********

:political political political:

COW433
26iff

Bob Stroughter *

: candidate for Supervisor *
in June 4th Primary
*

NO CLASSES OR

LECTURES TO ATTEND
ENTIRE COURSE
RECORDED ON TAPE

ENDORSES
Don Cortese

EVERYTHING YOU
NEED IN ONE KIT. . .
including a cassette tape
recorder ti you need it.

for
Supervisor 2nd Dist.

left

IF YOU CAN SPARE
1/2 HOUR TWICE A WEEK
t 040, k

TOMORROW

4.

hits+)

voluntarily after four I ***** rs.

1lee

1314dUlAt 44

Reeziti=0)

WITH
YOUR STUDENT
BODY CARD

VOTE NOV. 5th *
Paid for by the

4/ RAPID READING

Citizens for Cortese
888 N. First Street

piTiirfiZc7
********* **************

Suite 101

San Jose, California

FEBRUARY GRADUATES

Contra Costa County Has Excellent Career Positions
In Appraising, Planning, And Recreation
SALARIES RANGE FROM $600 to $763
PLANNER I -

Offers an opportunity to acquire varied experience in most phases of city and
regional planning.
REQUIRES: A degree in Engineering, Public Administration, Sociology, Geography, Economics,
or closely related field.

APPRAISER’S AIDE -

On the job training in the appra sal of residential, agricultural, commercial, and

industrial property.

REQUIRES:

SPARTAN

TueSr1ny, Novembet 5. 1146R

SPECIAL!

The Boeing Co. Majors, BS/Aero
:Maintenance and Operation, Gen.
Engr., Ind. Tech.; BS NIS CF:, EE,
1E, ME, Math Set.
Standard Oil Co. of Calif. Majors, BS Mktg., Bus., Lib. Arts,
Acctg., MBA; I3S ’MS ME, CE,
Chem. E., EE, Chem.

EVERY MONDAY
Sausage, Mushroom. Pepperoni

RECREATION THERAPIST Plans and conducts physical, social and leisure time activities in close coordination
with the County’s Rehabilitation Program.
REQUIRES: A Degree in Recreation.
For More information and an application, contact the Contra Costa County Civil
Service Department, 651 Pine Street, Martinez, California, 94553. Phone 415 2283000. Ext. 2013.
Applications must be submitted on or before November 8, 1968.
...4=0:03.2)01200000Ce

sr...e.efee

10th & William St

EVERY TUESDAY

San Jose

43’

Spaghetti

requiar size

295-3805
1

()pen a t I p.m.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEmENTS 11)
AUTO INSURANCE as low a: $86 per
.ear for married. qcod students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244.9600.
WANTED - HISTORY TERM PAPErt.
Minimum 8 pages. Subj: Anything up
to 1200 A. D. Will Pay. Call 248.7843.
THE ALL NEW SON OF JABBER.
I 5c
WOCK IS HERE
HAPPY iiiRTHDAY
O’HARA
PATTY
C.HARLIE BROWN *42
READERS OF GURDIEFF, OUSPENSKY.
A group is near. Call 265.0433.
FREE .. FREE .. FREE
To all freshmen and transfer students:
Valuable coupon books. Just present
ASB card at ADS/GAX table in front
of bookstore starting Friday, Nov. 8+h.
Limited Supply so HURRY!
AUTOMOTIVE (2)
’Kt CORVA1R. 4 dr. auto.trans. R & H.
Good cond. $275. Call 245-3137 after
4 p.m. weekdays or Sat. & Sun.
’69 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE. Good tires,
good condition. Must sell $150/best
offer 293-3622.
’64 OLDS CUTLASS Dix., convt., 4speed, bkt. seats, V8, 2 dr. Must sell!!!
Call 298-4383 after 4 p.m.
MORRIS ’59 cony. Good running cond
Bad looking. $100. 298-1765 bet. 5 &
7:30. Bill. 30 S. 10th.
’61 VOIXSWAGEN CONVT. Very good
cond. Rebuilt engine. Must sell, cash
only. Call 961-3504.
’59 FORD RANCH WAGON, Radio,
VB, Good cond. Overhauled, Yellow, 9
pass. $195. Call evenings, 295.4689.
1960 HILLMAN Convertible. Good condition. Tonneau cover. $250 or best
offer. 969.0116 evenings.
’66 TRIUMPH TIGER 500 Motorcycle,
$675 or best offer. Call 588-5815.
NEEDED. Hard or soft top for 4 seat
HEALEY, Hard top for MGA, Crank
for 1100 SPRITE. Call Marten 297.8097.
’65 HONDA CB 160. Excellent condition. $200. Call 264-1923.
IF YOUR CAR FINISH IS GOOD, your
finished car will be better, after a
WONDRA SPRAY WAX AT ASTOR’S
COIN -OP AUTO WASH. 732 So. Ist 804 Lincoln.
DECHROMED MG& Racing seat. Radio
& heater, overdrive. wire wheels. BRG.
offer 298-1451.
’60 VOLVO 544. Good condition. Must
sell. Cash $425. C.ell 286-8480 Darrel.
FOR SALE-HONDA CL-90 Scrambler
Motorbike. 264-8147.
1965 BULTACO 200S. Very clean, very
fast. Must sell. $360. Call Rick Fiset at
293.9972.
PORSCHE ’64 C, red with black interior, chrm. whls. Blauplunkt radio. A
extras. $2700 Call 266.5258.

MALE AND FEMALE
$3.25 per hour
After short training period. Hours flexible. Servicing customers in San Joss.
Requirements: Neat appearance. car
& phone. Fuller Brush Co. Mr. Osborne,
264-0699.
MODELS for Sparta Life Magazine. See
Dick Bacon at JCII7, 1:30 to 3:30 daily.
S1N-G-LE WORKING GIRL or College
coed. mature, responsible, home bodYi
Companion for widowed grandmother.
Light housekeeping, shopping, & cheat.
faring. Salary -room & board - car.
Private quarters in lovely Los Gatos
home. Phone Mrs. Allan 297-3500 between 8 13 5.
CHILD CARE, 2 boys - 8 & 12 yrs
old. Early eve. 4-5 hrs./night. M F $80
to $130/mo., depending on capabilities.
Mrs. Shiner, 244-7651 before 10 a.m.
HELP WANTED: Sell the Son of Jabberwock. Make up to 10c per copy.
On 7th St. or wherever you choose.
Leave name and address in College
Union. Experimental College Office or
Kaleidoscope Book Store. 235 S. 1st
St., San Jose.
LIBRARY MONITOR (MALE ONLY)
$2.55-$3.10 per hour. Part-time, evening
work, maintaining order in San Jose
City libraries. Requires two yrs. of col.
lege (60 units) Apply Rm. 211, City
Hall, 801 N. 1st St., San Jose, Calif.
95110.
HASHERS WANTED for dinner Mon.
thru Thurs. Call Mr. Gilbert 287.7316.
GIRLS: Exercise your terrific (maybe
fantastic?) phone personality helping
us in our beauty shop promotion. fart
time work. Hrs: 10-1; 2-5 or 6-9. Salary
+ bonus. Call 246,7400.
NEED NEAT appearing young man for
light deliveries morn. and/or afternoons.
days/week & Sat. morns. Call 2467400.

REWARD: Lost Black wullet. Contains
valuable:. No questions asked . See
Ralph in Spartal Daily Ad Office if
found.
LOST: IRISH SETTER PUPPY. 4 months
old. near 4th and William. Reward.
Call Paul at 287.1822.
LOST AGAIN: Tortoise shell cat, brown
& black with streaks of orange. Near
7th & Reed. Please Call 287.5029.
LOST: SPRINGER SPANIEL. 4 months
old. brown & white. Lost near Speedee
on I Ith St. Call 298-4711. Reward.
LOST: BLACK PUPPY with white chin,
female, friendly. Reward. Contact Doug
& Sue at Kaleidoscope Books. 235 S.
Ist. 292.9191.

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fest,
Accurate. minor editing. Mrs. Boxier.
Phone 244658).
TYPING - THESIS. term papers, sec.
experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis. term
papers,
_ etc. Call 258.4335.
YOUR
TROUBLE WITH
HAVING
German? Tutoring by native gradant
student. Call 379.2008.
SENIOR GRAD Students would like to
tutor lower division math. Call 292.9968
evenings.
TYPING - TRANSCRIBING. Accurate,
fast, reliable. AlmademBranham Lane
Area. Call 269 2918.
ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAN
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Lccated at
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Across
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED:
Have work for part.time janitor. Haircuts 51.00, All work done exclusively
by students. Visit the new SAN JOSE
BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous. effective service, the ultra -modern Barber
College. The latest techniques. To reach
the College. go west on Santa Clara.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced 2436313. 9 a.m. to
p
TV’S FOR RENT. Special Student rates.
88.00 per month. Call 377.2935.
TYPING MY HOME. Neat. accurate,
reasonable. Corrections made. Call Mrs.
Taylor any time. 293-4590.

PERSONALS (7)

TRANSPORTATION (91

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share nice Apt. close to campus. $35
mo. Phone 287-7164.
FEMALES: Room available in private
home at 4051 Barrymore Drive. $40 a
month. Cell 246-4066 after 9:30 p.m.
TWO MALE ROOMMATES needed
$58,mo. 2 blocks from campus. Palace
lusury Apt. 148 E. William #28. 2874821. Upper division or grad pref.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. $65
bdrm. apt. wipool. 4 blocks from
mo.
campus. Call Susan at 286.9911.
i_OST AND FOUND 161

EUROPE $216 $3i5 R. T. Wes+ coast
BECOMING ENGAGED7 Bu
also a.a,lable. Israel, Japan, Russia.
about the diamonds? Learn about it
before any purchase. If you like, design
your own ring. Quality diamonds at low
prices. Contact Jim Self at 286.0964.
Call between 5 and 7 p.m.
FOR SJS STUDENTS ...
Vote ior the best ever ..
Joni Miller . . . Homecoming Queen

HOUSING 151
SERVICES (8)
MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
HOUSE Brut food in town. Linen
maid service. On campus 237 E. San
Fernando off 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk.
293-6346.
WANTED TWO OR THREE Female upper-division
roommates
immediately.
Please call Shirley 298-3343.
MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED. $50 per
month. 625 S. 10th #4.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 470 S.
1 Ith. Apt #6, $54/rno. Call Colette
298-1414, ext. 47 Of 287-7283.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
2 bdrm. apt. 442 South 5th, #5. Call
244 9174 day Of 286.2142 night.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. Upper
div. Neat Apt. $37.50/mo. 297-6271.

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
ESCHES. Frew delivery, free service
No contract. Call 251.2598.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experi
tweed & Respoosible. Will Edit. 21/2
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298.4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371.0395. San Jose.
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married.
sharing water. George Larimore. Old
Town, Los Gatos. 354-8804.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles. 948-1781.

10:30-12:30
MWF
f

9:30-11:30
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make

HELP WANTED 14)
MAN OR WOMAN. Full or Part-time
according to your school sched. Ice
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30-50%
Comm. Good earnings. 358 N. Montgomery. 297-4228. 9-11 a.m. Mr. Elliott
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!
GALSII
Inside work in our office. Pleasant
telephone voice helpful. We train.
Hours arranged to fit your schedule.
Salary. 298-4479.
MEN PART TIME, $2 per hr. 4, 6 & 8
hr. shifts. M. T. W. Th or F. University
Job Corps 292-2277.

check out

to

Spartan Daily

Classifieds.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

1.3%.

-

ur

A5 YOUNGSTER5LINOER5TAN2 THEY
5...WE PRETTY LIBERAL 10exi5.4

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five days

-YR/
3.00
3.50-4.00

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

Add this
amount tor
each additional line

ISO

.50

.50

.50

.50

Print Name
Address

CHICK A CLASSIFICATION
’ Personals
Li Help Wanted (4)
(.7 Housing (5)
n Lost and Found (6)

HAVE

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Pnnt your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each line)

-3 lines
4 lines
5 lines6 linos-

[7. Announcements (1)
Li Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

Tues.-Thurs.

FOR SALE: TV set in excellent condition. cheap. Call 293-3088.
HEADS: Enchant your noses with incense from India - the Blind Pilot
Metalcrafts. 74 E. San Fernando
BLACK GREAT DANE PUPS. 3 females.
$100 each. Call 296-7026.
BRAND NEW 19611 Son of Jabberwoclx.
I5c or best offer.
SKI BOOTS, STROLZ 101/2C, $30 Loco
type. used one season, excellent condition 287-0439.
SKIS: Calton& good condition, 6 feet
long. Skis and bindings $30 or best
offer. Call 287-4918

One day

Come to:

-

..1

FOR SALE (3)

Minimum
Three Ilnes
One day

To Place
an ad:

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CLASSIFIED RATES

A training position in the appraisal of and negotiation for property and rights
or-way.
REQUIRES: A Bachelor’s Degree.

Red Ram

8 -inch pizzas

THURSDAY (Nov. 7)
Shell Co. Majors, Mktg., Bus.
Mgmt.; MBA, BA, BS MA; MS
Acctg., Finance, Ind. Rel., Personnel Mgmt., Econ., Math, LT.
Majors,
Arnsstrong Cork Co.
Mktg., Bus., Mgmt., Econ.
County Of LOg AllgOiec. Majors,
BS Acctg., BS MS CF:.
Naval Ship 1111buale Syutems rngineering Station. Majors, 13S MS
kaT, ME, Physics, Gen Engl..

A Bachelor’s Degree.

JUNIOR RIGHT-OF-WAY AGENT -

nAns-5

(11
’ Servos (8)
transportation (9)

For
Enclosed is $

City
Phone
SEND CHECK, MONET ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN IOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN IOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing tot ad to appear

Days

Tuesday, Noveml,er 5, 1968

RSPARTAN

ps.g.

Win a flip to Io4 Ilnyele4
Now PS..k Gives
You A Lift To
Hollywood -Burbank
(a.. , %sell ,., , 1,,,
XilgeleS)

OP

two ticket4 to 214 Theatep

Photo
Identification
Contest

PI

Always For Your Pleasure

JUST IDENTI1Y PHOTO.See "ilme-toplay" below
FIRST PRIZE:

NOW SHOWING

round trip jet flight to Los Angeles oniMailak
...

,

Super 727 and 737 Jet-.

Ii41%.
1%1111$1%V
...,..---

AMA.
Z’I3.50 Frotu
San Jose.

ts

[01

,..

4,--Feel Free To
._._ Come To Archie’s
.,
And Try Our . . .
Break, fiSiS
It .cikortil

,tifw.,rrit

a

TH

SIAS

!N

IGI’S
PIZZA TREE INN
Cuts Down The Cost Of Eating

V4
ANNIVERSARY

TOPAZ
by Leon Uris

$

MORNING OF THE MAGICIAN
by Pauwels
LOVE YOU, ALICE 8, TOKLAS!
Novelization by Bill Friday

I .25

.75

Book of tneal tickets gises 11 complete
nival tiekets for less than half price.

An $18.45 Value For Only $7.50
BUY NOW AND SAVE
Tickets are good any time at:

LUIGI’S PIZZA TREE INN
1480 South
lc]

.95

bOOk

&

BUIP,

SPECIAL
CORDURORY COATS

$11.95
AlilleX

470 South 10th

286-1238

1. The most accurate entry will win. In case of two or more comparably ac
curate answers, the tiedtreaker will he used. Persons designated by the
Spartan Daily will !lase final say in judging accuracy of answers.
2. The Spartan Daily will not be responsible for lost or stolen entries.
3. MI complimentary flight passes awarded on P.S.A. expire 90 days after
date pass is issued.
-indents or faculty may enter. Persons af4. Only currently enrolled
filiated with ihe Spartan Dads or its advertisers are ineligible.
3. Spartan Daily reserscs the right to amend rules or make corrections as it
deems
6. No limit on number of entries., hut each
have the same tic-breaker

"Your art problems are my job. Let me
work with you," says Lois Fry - Art Department.

(Must be nntered by Thursday)

ENTRY BLANK
"HOTO IDENTITY

TIE-IREAKER ANSWER

NAME

LOCAL ADDRESS

MAJOR

CITY

PHONE

-----------------------------------------------

GI
pr(
let
wi
C

Fully electric Royal Custom Ultronic
(originally $199.50)
Limited supply write soon.
Your son/daughter
P.S. They offer complete service too.

st

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES
124
San lose

San Fernando
1mi

ce

293-3283

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY
BY SELLING
BIKES

Emmy herry, our gal in General Supplies
is always ready with a smile and a helpful
suggestion.

cpaptot gookftoPe

woe- on Campu4"
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CARS

4#4):
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f
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$87 50
$139.50

APTS

Men’s Wcar

259-0696

Dear Mom,
I’m desperate. Need a !typewriter. Grades
going down. Heard of a great sale at Modern
Office Machines.
Full featured Royal Safari portables
(originally $109.50)

How to play P.I.C.

Rules:

13 I i’:. San Fernando

hitt. Rd.

CLIP OUT COUPON
AND MAIL IT HOME TO M.O.M.

Gue,.. the bletnit of the photo above. Form the clue word from single
letters in brackets
eaeli ad on this contest page. (anagram style)
Fill MI! entr!, blank completel. One or two words should suffice to identify
the photo. ’then answer the tie-breaker question. which is: Bow many books
will be cheek,’ ma of the hook stacks, SJS library during Thursday, Nov.
7. Total litA Thursday was 1,068.
Bring your entry to Spartain Daily Classifieds office, JC206, and deposit
th. Contest Entry BOX. Elltrie. MUST he in by p.m.. Thursday, Nov.7.
NI etch for next week’s contest page to see if you’re a winner!

available at

P

11,

HOMECOMING
EDITION

$ .95

94

fifeCOCk

Piu.4 colen"

the Spartan Daily

Now in Paperback

,,,J!

"Welnah

RUNNERS-UP WINNERS: Bob Harms, Bill
Minkel, Carol Lombardi, Tom Peacock

Ifs our Annisersarv. but son get the gift during BERG’S
49th Annis(rsarv 1::vent. And not just any gift ... but a
pair of $12.95 jarmati shoes or a pair of $12.95 Ilaggar
slacks. This gift i-! 1:11b:h: ssith the purchase of any famous
brand suit. s Au -priced from $59.95. Stop in right away
as this offer is I., .. limited time.
For Quality and Fashion
In Men’s Wear
Vet94
Located just four blocks from
campus at 52 S. First Street
s!

State

Mid

"Happiness is . . .

11911Se

Cal

11

Get yours on Nov. 15

Steak

I

qpaduate

FIRST PRIZE WINNER: Rich Lenhart

545 S. 2nd St.
Free Parking

arCIllek7S

49

SIAS
VAS

Small Steak .
Round Steak . .
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread
.
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread

.

FOUR RUNNERS-UP PRIZES:
rir,,,) tickets to ally stiol, at UA Theater
Last Week’s Photo: positive end of a flashlight
battery

r

Plione: 276-4720

The

in

TV’s
STEREO’s

SPARTAN’ DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS
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TOGO’S SU BMARINIE
SANDWIC

MEM

A Meal In A Sandwich!
OVER 20 VARIETIES
336 L William
297-1137
Open 10-10
ALL SANDWICHES TO GO
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